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a way to declare a variable in the function (which takes no parameters)
without passing it as a parameter? I'm trying to write a function which

returns an X,Y value, and sets a variable to that X,Y value. For example: int
MyFunc(int x, int y) { int var = x+y; return var; } however the compiler

complains because it thinks I'm not passing it a parameter. The only way
I've found to work around this is to make a function which takes no

parameters, and then calling that function twice. int MyFunc() { int var =
x+y; return var; } int MyFunc(int) { int var = MyFunc(); return var; } But I
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admission diagnoses were: surgical complications (39%), medical
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complications (13%). Mean time between discharge and readmission was 21

days. Ninety-one patients (65%) were readmitted to the surgical ward. Of
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